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Abstract
The main aim of this thesis is the exploration of the potential use of the parallelism of
numerical computations in the field of nonlinear dynamics. In the last decade the dra-
matic onset of multicore and multi-processor systems in combination with the possibilities
which now provide modern computer networks has risen. The complexity and size of the
investigated models are constantly increasing due to the high computational complexity of
computational tasks in dynamics and statics of structures, mainly because of the nonlinear
character of the solved models. Any possibility to speed up such calculation procedures
is more than desirable. This is a relatively new branch of science, therefore specific al-
gorithms and parallel implementation are still in the stage of research and development
which is attributed to the latest advances in computer hardware, which is growing rapidly.
More questions are raised on how best to utilize the available computing power. The pro-
posed parallel model is based on the explicit form of the finite element method, which
naturaly provides the possibility of efficient parallelization. The possibilities of multicore
processors, as well as parallel hybrid model combining both the possibilities of multicore
processors, and the form of the parallelism on a computer network are investigated. The
designed approaches are then examined in addressing of the numerical analysis regarding
contact/impact phenomena of shell structures.

Abstrakt
Hlavním cílem této práce je prozkoumání možností využití paralelizace v numerických
výpočtech nelineární dynamiky. V poslední dekádě došlo k dramatickému nástupu více-
jádrových a výceprocesorových systému v kombinaci s možnostmi, které nyní poskytují
moderní počítačové sítě. Komplexnost a velikost řešených modelů se neustále zvyšuje
a díky vysoké výpočetní náročnosti úloh dynamiky a statiky konstrukcí, a to především
kvůli jejich často nelineárnímu charakteru, je jakákoliv možnost urychlení výpočetních
procedur více než žádoucí. Jelikož se jedná o relativně nové odvětví, řada algoritmů a kon-
krétních paralelních implementací je stále ve stádiu vývoje a výzkumu, a to i proto, že
pokroky v oblasti počítačového hardwaru rapidně vzrůstají a s tím vznikají další otáz-
ky, jak nejlépe využít dostupný výpočetní výkon. Navržený paralelní model je založený
na explicitní formě metodě konečných prvků, která ze své podstaty poskytuje možnost
efektivní paralelizace. Zkoumány jsou pak možnosti využití vícejádrovch procesorů, ale
i hybridního paralelního modelu kombinujícího možnosti vícejádrových procesorů a pa-
ralelní formy na počítačové síti. Navržené přístupy jsou pak testovány při numerickém
řešení kontaktní/impaktní úlohy skořepinových konstrukcí.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Introduction

Thanks to rapid advances during the last decade in computer technology, in the
field of multicore and multiprocessor technology, a lot of attention has been de-
voted to the parallel processing of data in many scientific and industrial sectors.
This is in great contrast to previous decades when an increase in computing
power, especially in personal computers, was achieved by increasing the clock
speed of processors and has resulted in increase in energy consumption and thus
energy inefficiency. This type of technological evolution has its limitations com-
pared to multi-processors and multi-core computer architectures respectively.
Multi-processor platforms are the oldest way how to distribute time intensive
computations.

A technology which is completely separate from the previously mentioned
technologies is the technology of quantum computers which promises to solve
problems that are intractable on digital computers.

Now it is quite common to use a CPU (Central Processing Unit) for the
parallel run of computational time-consuming tasks in synchronous and asyn-
chronous order. Parallel programming is especially supported by the software
libraries OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing, the oldest multi-platform shared
memory multiprocessing programming based on compiler’s special directives,
see https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us//library/tt15eb9t.aspx),
MPI (Message Passing Interface, developed and maintained by a consortium
of academic, research, and industry partners, see http://www.mpi-forum.org/,
[36]), API (Application Programming Interface) of UNIX-like operating sys-
tems (POSIX - Portable Operating System Interface, see http://standards.i
eee.org/develop/wg/POSIX.html), Microsoft Windows (Windows API, see ht

tps://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ff818516(v=vs
.85).aspx, [42]) operating systems or the other OS. Nowadays it is also pos-
sible to use native threads in C++ standard libraries (since its version 11,
see https://isocpp.org/wiki/faq/cpp11#cpp11-what). The aforementioned
technlogies are focused mainly on usage of C and C++ programming language.
In some form they are also accessible even for the historically most widely used
scientific programming language Fortran (see http://www.tutorialspoint.com
/fortran/). Especially this programming language is in the interest of analyses
in connection with the implementation of new technologies due to a number of
scientific code, occurring in analytical programs, especially in the commercial
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sector.
Many other compiled or interpreted programming languages just like C#

(see https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/618ayhy6.aspx), Java (see
https://www.java.com/en/about/), Python (see https://www.python.org/) or
Matlab
(see http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/) etc. contain libraries which
support in some form the parallel run of computing tasks. These libraries, es-
pecially MPI, are very well known to interested researchers for the parallel run
of a variety of computations in computational mechanics, particularly for the
domain decomposition method.

Since the year 2007, when the CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture,
see http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda home new.html) was introduced by
NVIDIA company, it has led to significant increases in the possibilities for the
utilization of high-performance multi-core graphical chips not only for computer
visualization purposes for 2D and 3D computer graphics. CUDA and related
technologies like OpenCL (Open Computing Language, free standard for cross-
platform, parallel programming of modern processors, see https://www.khron
os.org/opencl/, [33]) and Microsoft DirectCompute (supports general-purpose
computing on graphics processing units on Microsoft’s operating systems since
Windows Vista OS, see https://channel9.msdn.com/Tags/directcompute-le
cture-series) are currently being investigated by many researchers. Their
applications occur in research involved mainly in information technologies, in
algorithms for artificial intelligence (diagnosis and synthesis of voice, image
recognition, etc.).

Numerical methods which were used in the past due to their inefficiency
at the mere periphery of scientific interest, due to the current technological
advances have become more attractive. This involves mainly explicit numerical
methods used in computational mechanics. Especially it concerns the explicit
method used in dynamics, statics of structures and fluid dynamics respectively.

Explicit algoritms are highly suitable for a solution of short time highly
non-linear computations mainly for numerical simulation of the processes of
forming casts or the simulation of crash tests in the automotive and aviation
industry or for shape finding of thin membranes in civil engineering etc. This
method facilitates the consideration of a variety of nonlinearities in an easy and
explicit manner. Based on the core of explicit dynamic numerical methods is
also the dynamic relaxation numerical method which is used for static numerical
analysis of civil and mechanical structures. The conditional stability character
of explicit methods leads, in some cases, to the necessity to use an exceptionaly
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small integration step. As a consequence, explicit methods are time consuming.
The availability of a huge number of parallel threads directly implemented in
hardware enabled their effective usage (see [104]).

1.2 Motivation

The view is focused on both the various types of hardware and computer net-
works, resectively. Today’s development tools then enable their effective com-
bination and usage. This concerns primarily to the parallelization on graphic
processors due to the GPGPU technology and multicore CPUs. Computer net-
works then allow another level of parallelization of already parallel models, which
are applied on the local machine. This is particularly relevant to the issue of
so-called the Big Data.

The field of challenging numerical computations of a crash test simulations
in the automotive and aerospace industries seems to be a relevant application
area. The highly geometrically non-linear behavior of the shell structures of
car and aircraft bodies in the respective dynamic processes requires the most
effective way of dealing, and parallelism here is more than desirable.

The rapid availability of results from numerical simulations allows more effi-
cient design of the relevant constructions. In the case of transport constructions
it is primarily for the purpose of simulation to estimate the indices of impact
severity under the conditions of EN 1317 and also other than those. European
Norm EN 1317 defines common testing and certification procedures for a road
restraint systems. Thus the aims of the thesis can be summarized into two
points, as follows:

(i) The main benefit should be to explore the possibilities of computations of
parallelism for the use in computations of statics and dynamics of struc-
tures within the framework of an explicit numerical methods applied in
scope of the Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Based on an analysis of the
current hardware and software opportunities, design a parallel approach
to enable their efficient utilization.

(ii) Perform numerical simulations of nonlinear dynamics using the explicit
form of FEM for appropriate structures with the help of designed software
solution.
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1.3 Problem Statement

For decades, the vast majority of software applications contained algorithms
used for sequential execution of instructions only. Multi-process and asyn-
chronous approaches in programming were generally considered primarily by
system engineers for designing operating systems or special applications focused
on network resource utilization. To a large extent, however, it was related to
a pseudo concurrency (or parallelism) of applications, as the instructions were
performed sequentially on a single processor core thread. The impression of
concurrency is caused by the rapid alternation of running of the different pro-
cesses in successive time. For such reason, the division of processor time did not
provide any advantage in terms of processing more data, but vice versa. Thus, a
large number of software applications for scientific-technical computations have
been focused on what they solved rather than how they solved it. Insomuch
as it relied heavily on the progressive growth of single CPU performance, there
was almost no effort to think about the issues of parallelism and appropriate
algorithmization. This was largely due to the purchase price of such computer
technology, the limited amount and complexity of software technologies focused
on handling such computer systems, and the lack of qualified professionals on
the labor market or in academia.

Nowadays, multi-core and multiprocessor computing systems or access to
computer networks are an absolute must for everyday life. Therefore, it is an
attempt to maximize the usage of such computer performance through applica-
tions that are capable of doing so. The reasons are primarily of economic nature,
this concerns an increase of a labor productivity and progress in advancement
of a developing new technologies for commercial usage.

In conditions of computational mechanics, this concerns mainly analytical
software systems using the FEM, finite difference method, finite volume method
or their combination to a numerical solution of a set of integral-differential equa-
tions often with a nonlinear character. Since many of these software systems
have been developed over the decades since the 1960’s, thus they contain a
large amount of program code with a considerable amount of tuned function-
ality. The implementation of new approaches related to the parallelization of
respective computations requires considerable expert analysis of existing and
new algorithms. The same applies to the analysis of suitable hardware and
software technologies. Here, it is also necessary to realize the fact, software
and hardware technologies are closely interlinked, so the algorithms used must
respect all of the technological constraints in order to optimize their effective
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usage. The parallel approach has not always been an effective way in effort to
improve the performance of affected operations, so the process of searching for
opportunities for parallelization is equally important.

At this time, the technologies of multi-core CPU processors, programmable
graphical multi-core GPU processors, as well as their combinations, are com-
monly available on the market. Also due to the affordability of solid computer
assemblies, the next level of parallelism is an interconnection of such parallel
machines (CPU+GPU) in a generally heterogeneous computer cluster through
the computer network. All of the mentioned opportunities and limitations then
create huge demands on the complex expert maturity of the responsible person.
The situation gets easier if the expertise can be distributed through a team of
experts, but it is often not the case, mainly due to the lack of experts on the
labor market (situation in the Czech Republic at the time of composing the
thesis).

2 Background and State-of-the-Art

2.1 Scientific Computing in Computational Mechanics

During the 60’s of the 20th century a variety of programs began to appear, es-
pecially in the military field for the US space program and applications, which
were focused on a solution to a number of tasks for stress analysis in the me-
chanics of structures and the dynamics of fluids, as well as automatic control.
The American National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) began
with the development of the now well-known commercial program NASTRAN
(abbreviation of the NAsa STRucture ANalysis, developed by the Computer
Sciences Corporation) for its space program, based on FEM, which at that time
began to experience a great boom just because of the development of computer
technology. The period of the 60’s of the 20th century can be considered as
one of the most important periods in modern society. Czechoslovakia in this
development played a significant role, mainly due to the people working around
the Brno University of Technology.

At this time, research institutes in the USA and Europe began to persue
the development of FEM and its computer realization. In this regard, the
global development centers of FEM belonged the Swansea University (Prof. Ol-
gierd C. Zienkiewicz, ∗1921, †2009) in the United Kingdom, the University of
Stuttgart (Prof. John H. Argyris, ∗1913, †2004) in Germany and Brno University
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of Technology (Prof. Vladimı́r Kolář (∗1928, †2000), Prof. Miloš Zlámal (∗1924,
†1997), Assoc. Prof. Ivan Němec (∗1945) and Prof. Jǐŕı Kratochv́ıl (∗1929)) in
Czechoslovakia. Later, other prominent scientists joined, mainly researchers
from the University of California, Berkeley (Prof. Robert L. Taylor) and MIT
(Prof. Klaus-Jürgen Bathe, ∗1943), both from the USA.

Figure 1: Prof. Olgierd C. Zienkiewicz, Prof. John H. Argyris and Prof. Miloš
Zlámal.

As a pioneer in the development of the world’s first FEM programs was Prof.
Edward L. Wilson (∗1931) from University of California, Berkeley. His first
programs had no name, later they were transformed into the system under the
name SAP (abbreviation of the Structural Analysis Program) and NONSAP
(abbreviation of the NONlinear Structural Analysis Program). As the first
commercial FEM software for solving nonlinear problems can be considered
program MARC developed by the Marc Analysis Research Corporation named
after its creator Pedro V. Marcal from Brown University.

With regard to the explicit computational form of the FEM, it is necessary
to remember the program SADCAT, which was developed in the early 1970s
at Argonne as one of the first three-dimensional structural dynamics programs
which employed explicit time integration to achieve great efficiency for the com-
putational simulation of impulsively loaded shells. This program closely relates
to the work of Prof. Ted Bohdan Belytschko (∗1943, †2014) from the North-
western University, who focused on the development of effective finite elements
for transient nonlinear dynamics. It is important to note his effective C0 trian-
gular shell finite element, which is used in numerical simulations in this thesis
(see [136]).

For completeness, it is necessary to mention the well-known programs based
on FEM, which at that time and some years later began to emerge. It is a
group of programs e.g. ABAQUS, ANSYS (founded by John A. Swanson), AD-
INA see http://www.adina.com/index.shtml (founded by Prof. Klaus-Jürgen
Bathe), and especially software DYTRAN for explicit dynamics and fluid struc-
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Figure 2: Professor Ted Bohdan Belytschko.

ture interaction (see http://www.mscsoftware.com/product/dytran).

From a national perspective, it is necessary to acknowledge the work of Prof.
Vladimı́r Kolář and Assoc. Prof. Ivan Němec, who began with the development
of software tools for a solution to civil and mechanical structures by FEM.

The NE-XX system (NE means initial letters of the author’s surname Němec,
see http://www.fem.cz/historie/?lang=en) became a widespread computa-
tional analytical tool based on FEM, both in Europe and now around the world.
The NE-XX system is now the numerical computational core of the commercial
program RFEM (see https://www.dlubal.com/en/rfem-5xx.aspx) of the Ger-
man company Dlubal Software and the Scia Engineer (see http://www.scia.net
/en/software/product-selection/scia-engineer) of the Belgian company
Nemetschek Scia which occupy an important position in the European market-
place with this type of software.

Professor Vladimı́r Kolář belongs among the pioneers of FEM. He was perse-
cuted and removed from academic life during the totalitarian communist regime
after the Soviet invasion in the year 1968. The publication of his books and ar-
ticles were prohibited.

Despite all the hardships he had educated many of their successors through
the secret lectures. He founded the famous Brno school of FEM which has gone
on to become top class. In the time of freedom, his name, legacy and glory live on
again, without persecution of the totalitarian regime. A team of academicians
from the Brno University of Technology, which was built around his person,
significantly contributed to the theoretical and a practical development of FEM
in a global context.

In connection with Prof. Vladimı́r Kolář acknowledgement also need to
be given to the work of Prof. Ivo Babuška (∗1926) from the University of
Texas, Austin and Prof. Jindřich Nečas (∗1929, †2002) from the Faculty of
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t.i

Figure 3: Professor Vladimı́r Kolář in 1976.

Mathematics and Physics of Charles University.

It is also necessary to mention the development of software tools at the
Czech Technical University in Prague (CTU in Prague) in the Department of
Mechanics, Faculty of Civil Engineering. These are primarily general analytical
software tools OOFEM (abbreviation of the Object Oriented Finite Element
solver, see http://www.oofem.org, [98]) developed by Prof. Bořek Patzák and
SIFEL (abbreviation of the SImple Finite ELements, see http://mech.fsv.cvu
t.cz/~sifel/) developed by Prof. Jaroslav Kruis. Especially, it is necessary to
mention the work of Prof. Jaroslav Kruis focused on the parallelization using
the FETI based method (abbreviation of the Finite Element Tearing and Inter-
connecting, [63]). Also worth mentioning is the project MuPIF (abbreviation of
the Multi-Physics Integration Framework) for implementation of multi-physics
and multi-level simulations assembled from independently developed applica-
tions components (see [99]).

Among the international open source projects it is necessary to mention the
project Kratos (see [68], [53] atc., http://www.cimne.com/kratos/), which is
a framework for building multi-disciplinary finite element programs. It is free
multi-physic FEM C++ open source code. Kratos is parallelized for Shared
Memory Machines (SMMs) and Distributed Memory Machines (DMMs).

Kratos is being developed within the framework of the international project
CIMNE (The International Center for Numerical Methods in Engineering, re-
search organization created in 1987 at the heart of the prestigious Technical
University of Catalonia (UPC) and a Partnership Between the Government of
Catalonia and the UPC; see www.cimne.com). The aim of CIMNE is the de-
velopment of numerical methods and computational techniques for advancing
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knowledge and technology in engineering and applied sciences.
From the point of view of the utilization of the GPGPU for numerical com-

putations, it is necessary to mention the open-source finite element toolkit
NiftySim (see https://sourceforge.net/projects/niftysim/). The toolkit
is founded on the total Lagrangian explicit dynamics (TLEDs) algorithm. To-
tal Lagrangian explicit dynamics is an efficient and accurate approach for sim-
ulation of soft tissues in biomedical applications (see [56]) as well as for the
contact/impact simulations of various structures. Another open-source finite
element toolkit based on explicit dynamics is project Impact (see http://www.i
mpact-fem.org/).

2.2 Multiprocessor and Multicore Technologies in Scien-
tific Programming

At first, it is necessary to mention supercomputers based on the multiprocessor
architecture, and currently even in combination with the multicore processor
technology. These include supercomputer ILLIAC IV as a first massively parallel
computer (University of Illinois, [16]); The UNIVAC division of Sperry Rand
Corporation delivered the first multiprocessor 1108 containing up to 3 CPUs and
EXEC 8 OS supporting multithread program execution for respective hardware
[38]; PEPE (shortcut of the Parallel Element Processing Ensemble) developed
for the ballistic missile defense environment [22]; The Connection Machine [44]
as a series of supercomputers that grew out of Danny Hillis’s doctoral research
at MIT in the early 1980s; BBN Butterfly built by Bolt, Beranek and Newman
[74] in the late 1980s; Evans and Sutherland who came up with the world’s
first general supercomputer machine (ES-1) on market in 1989 [117]; Intel iPSC
(Intel Personal SuperComputer) [25]; etc.

Currently, the most powerful computers belong to Titan-Cray XK7 (built
by Cray at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the USA), which is designed for
various physical simulations (modeling global atmospheric phenomena, nuclear
physics, etc.) and the most powerful supercomputer Tianhe-2 (MilkyWay-2) in
China.

On the other side stands the technology of quantum computers [67] in com-
parison to the already mentioned computer technology. Respective technology is
built principally on a different basis than the current digital computers. The first
such commercially used quantum computer is D-Wave of the world’s first quan-
tum computing company D-Wave Systems in Canada. Their systems are being
used by world-class organizations and institutions including Lockheed-Martin
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Figure 4: The world’s fastest and most powerful digital supercomputer Tianhe -
2.

(first customer), Google, NASA, and USRA (abbreviation of the Universities
Space Research Association).

Quantum computing is absolutely a breakthrough technology that is capable
of performing amazing computations, unthinkable with current digital comput-
ers. The computer D-Wave is currently not a device for a general-purpose ap-
plication as is the case of supercomputers Tianhe-2 and the others. Due to the
high complexity of such devices, they are designed to solve specific optimization
problems where they effectively use the main idea of quantum theory.

Figure 5: Quantum computer D-Wave.
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In contrast with the above, the most advanced technologies for parallel data
processing are personal computers (PC) that had been built for many years on
a single core CPU and single processor architecture. Thus a large part of the
development of the FE tools had been primarily concentrated on the sequential
code execution. Multiprocessor systems have existed for decades, but until
recently they were mostly found only in supercomputers and in large server
systems. Multicore desktop computers, and even multicore embedded devices,
are now increasingly prevalent. Until the advent of multicore processors in the
first decade after the year 2000, it was not possible to use the real parallelism
on common PCs.

In the previous years, many algorithms had begun to be developed which
allowed parallel processing of computational tasks. These are primarily domain-
decomposition methods, which mainly relate to graph partitioning of the finite
element mesh (see below [59], [11], [126]). An important numerical method
related to a domain decomposition, it is the FETI method for the numerical
solution of a large linear systems arising in linearized engineering problems,
which in the early 90s developed C. Farhat and F.X. Roux [29]. The FETI
method was originally proposed as a dual discrete nonoverlapping domain de-
composition method for the parallel finite element solution of static equilibrium
equations. Later arose its various modifications as TFETI (abbreviation of the
Total FETI; see [23]) or HTFETI (abbreviation of the Hybrid Total FETI;
see [110]). These are the computations performed solely on the CPU (MPI,
OpenMP, etc.). Later, the FETI method was used for the other purposes than
only for a parallel solution of a finite element models. These are primarily the
work of scientists from CTU in Prague, namely the teams around Prof. Jaroslav
Kruis and Prof. Zdeněk Bittnar (see [63], [64], [37]).

With the advent of technologies supporting general computation on graphic
cards (GPGPU), the development of algorithms has began for image processing
(see [51], [100]), algorithms for numerical mathematics and linear algebra (see
[76], [96], [88] [2], [19]). Another field of application are numerical solvers for
partial differential equations (see [26], [128], [119]). A high degree of importance
is put on software applications for CFD, where the demanding requirements
for the sparsity of the finite volume of finite element mesh and thus the high
requirements for numerical processing of the problem (see [127], [75], [55], [111],
[101]). Another field of application relates to the particle dynamics in many
branches of physics (see [78], [73], [107]). Last but not least, inventions in
the field of a code transfer between various software technologies and their
combinations, is needed to be cited (see [24], [35]).
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3 Overview of Our Approach

3.1 Mathematical-Physical Model
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Figure 6: The solid body kinematics.

The most general formulation of problems in continuum mechanics leads
in the case of the dynamics of deformable bodies to the shared formulation
with the dynamics of fluids, which is generally known by the name of Navier-
Stokes equations. Equations can be expressed in differential form (Eulerian
space description), which are called Cauchy’s equations of motion

div σT + %b = %a in B × [0, τ ] .

For the solvability of these equations it is necessary to prescribe the essential
and natural boundary conditions and initial condition at time t0

u(x, t) = u on ∂BD × [0, τ ], t = σ · n̂ on ∂Bσ × [0, τ ],

v(t0) = v0 in B, u(t0) = u0 in B.

The problem being studied generally contains various possible types of non-
linear behavior. Solving such problems requires advanced tools of mathematical
analysis. This analysis is necessary especially with regard to the numerical solu-
tion of IBVP (abbreviation of the Initial Boundary Value Problem). These are
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mainly the finite element method, which is directly related to the issue of the
relationship between a strong solution in terms of a general analytical solution
of a partial differential equations and their solution by a so-called weak formu-
lation. In mathematical physics, this type of analysis relates mainly to finding
solutions to some of the functional as its stationary point.

Theorem. Let q(t) : [t0, t1]→ Rn be a function of class C2[a, b] satisfying the
boundary conditions q(t0) = q1,q(t1) = q1. Then the first variation of the
functional J(q, t) is given by the functional gradient, and leads to the form of
Euler-Lagrange equations.

δJ(q(t), t) ≡ ∂qL(q(t), ∂tq(t), t)− d

dt
(∂∂tqL(q(t), ∂tq(t), t)) ,

where L(q(t), ∂tq(t), t) ∈ C2[a, b] is the associated Lagrangian.
Hamilton’s variational principle as a leading variational principle in the the-

sis is used. It is deduced from an analogy to the Lagrangian form of D’Alembert’s
principle. The analogy in elastodynamics corresponds to the Bubnov Galerkin
weighted residual form, which leads to the principle of virtual work. The weak
formulation of Cauchy’s equation of motion has the following form

δ

∫ t1

t0

∫
B

(
div σT + %b− %a

)
dv dt = 0,

δ

∫ t1

t0

L dt+ δ

∫ t1

t0

W dt = 0, δu(t0) = δu(t1) = 0,

where

L =
1

2

∫
B

%v · v dv︸ ︷︷ ︸
K

−
∫

B

%Ψ dv − UPc︸ ︷︷ ︸
U

, W =

∫
B

%b dv,

where K, U and W denote kinetic energy, deformation energy with energy of
contact forces and energy of applied external forces respectively. The term %Ψ
denotes density of the Helmholtz free energy and UPc denotes energy potential of
the contact forces which are considered in the form of Hertz–Signorini–Moreau
(or Kuhn–Tucker–Karush) conditions which have the following form

gN ≥ 0, pN ≤ 0, pNgN = 0
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gN =

{
(x2 − x̂1) · n̂1 if (x2 − x̂1) · n̂1 < 0

0 otherwise.

δUPc = δ

(
1

2

∫
∂Bc

εNg
2
N da

)
=

∫
∂Bc

εNgNδgN da

Contact conditions are critical area in dynamic simulations under the consid-
eration. The contact causes the formation of additional forces, which at the time
of their creation are suitably applied into the process of numerical integration
of the equations of motion. Here, the problem of general contact is consid-
ered, especially for the purposes of collision with the barrier and subsequent
post-critical behavior of the respective structure.
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3.2 Numerics of Applied Mathematical-Physical Model

Initial conditions for v0,u0,σ0 ∈ Ω, initial
the rest of material state variables and
initialize control variables t and n.

For each integration finite element quadrature node ξQ compute the
rate of strains, stresses and integrate internal forces:
Ln− 1

2 (ξQ),Fn(ξQ),En(ξQ), Sn = %∂Ψ (En, . . . ), fn
int|Ωe

← fn
int|Ωe

+ BTSnwQJ.

Conputation of an external forces fn
ext|Ωe,

contact forces fn
cnt|Ωe and resulting forces:

fn|Ωe
= [fint + fext + fcnt]nΩe

→ fn|Ω.

Compute critical time step for each element of
domain Ω and select minimum:
∆te → ∆tmax = γ min {∆te, e = 1, . . . , N}.

Compute acceleration for each node of domain Ω
apply acceleration constrains i on boundary Γaij for
element nodes j:
an = M−1

(
fn − Cvn− 1

2

)
, Γaij

: an
ij = aij (xj , t

n).

Compute time increments required for integration:
tn+ 1

2 = 1
2

(
∆tn + ∆tn+1)

.

Compute nodal velocities, displacements and
update geometry:
vn+ 1

2 = vn− 1
2 + ∆tnan, un+1 = un + ∆tn+ 1

2 vn+ 1
2 ,

Xn+1 = X0 + un+1.

Apply velocity constrains i on boundary Γvij
for

element nodes j:
Γvij

: vn+ 1
2

ij = vij

(
xj , t

n+ 1
2

)
.

Control of energy balance:
|Wkin +Wint −Wext −Wcnt| ≤ ε‖W‖.

Increment step counter n and
time of simulation t:
tn+1 = tn + ∆tn.

Figure 7: Flowchart of an explicit time integration algorithm.
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For the purpose of designing and testing a hybrid-parallel computing model
of an explicit numerical solver related to the problem solution of nonlinear dy-
namics using FEM, an effective triangular shell finite element developed and
published by T. Belytschko, H. Stolarski and N. Carpenter in 1984 (see [8]) as
complement to the Belytskchko-Lin-Tsay quadrilateral shell element (see [6]) is
applied with corotational coordinates for small strain and large rotation kine-
matics (see [58], [5]).

Cauchy’s equations of motion represent a dynamic equilibrium in the current
configuration of a body Bt. Respective body Bt is represented by the domain of
its finite element discretization Ω. It also applies even for body boundaries ∂B
which are represented by Γ. After application of FE discretization to respective
functionals it leads to the set of second order semidiscrete nonlinear ordinary
differential equations (ODE) later used for direct integration by the central
difference method. If the given ODE are nonlinear, then the resulting form is
thus the following

Mü + fint(u) = fext(u) ∈ Ω.

The central difference method with variable time step as a popular method
in computational mechanics is considered. It is used for discretization velocities
and accelerations in the terms of Lagrangian meshes (see [7], [83], [39]). In
respective time integration algorithm it is necessary to control stable time step
as the mesh deforms and the wave speed changes due to the stress. Respective
algorithm is shown in Fig. 7, where the term Cvn− 1

2 represents additional
damping forces explicitly included in equations of motion.

3.3 The Main Used Algorithms

3.3.1 Searching in the Euclidean Space

For the purpose of finding a solution to many problems within the scope of
computer science, the respective problem can often be transformed into the
task of searching in an appropriate mathematical space. This is also the case in
Computational Contact Mechanics (CCM). Due to the considerated generality
of a model of contact, the algorithm used must be applied to all the FE nodes
of the FE model, which is the most computationally demanding process. More
than any of the areas of CM (abbreviation of the Computational Mechanics),
contact problem is the most closely related to the field of theoretical computer
science through the branch of computational geometry.
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The solution to the problem of contact of solids then theoretically falls within
the area of a so-called nearest neighbor (NN) search. The core of such an
algorithm is here defined as a collection of n objects (FE nodes) that build a
data structure, which provides objects (FE nodes, FEs, etc.) in the time as fast
as possible based on the NN query represented by the FE bounding box.

Compared with older algorithms for a solution of contact problem, the pro-
posed algorithm uses topology mapping based on the kd-tree data structure
applied in database software systems or graphical engines for quick processing
of the range-searching query over the d-dimensional data. This type of data
structure represents special case of binary trees. Thus it provides effective log-
arithmic type of time complexity for search problem.

Subsequent post-processing represented by the computation and application
of induced contact forces within the explicit integration algorithm meets the
standard approach usually applied in a number of commercial software pack-
ages for the numerical simulation of crash tests by FEA in the automotive and
aviation industries, and also in traffic structure engineering for the design of a
road restraint systems.

Respective algorithm is also critical for analysis of MEIM (abbreviation of
the Macro Entity Interaction Multigraph), which is one of the cornerstone steps
in hybrid-parallel type of computation developed.

3.3.2 Analysis of the Macro Entity Interaction Multigraph

The proposed algorithm for the purpose of hybrid-parallel computational pro-
cessing strongly relates to the analysis of the motion the individual macro ele-
ments in a space representing the structures interacting with each other through
the contact forces.

Nonlinear dynamics is often externally demonstrated by the chaotic behavior
providing the so-called strange attractors. As the source of chaotic behaviour,
is here, provided by mutually interacting deformable bodies, which generate
special types of combinatorial sequences. Such a combinatorial sequence can be
defined by so-called unoriented multi-graph. The topology of such a multigraph
can be defined by the spatial distribution of the interacting bodies. The nodes
in the multi-graph represent all the contained bodies (macro entities) and the
graph edges represent contact interaction between the bodies.

The MEIM assembly is performed through the range searching queries to the
kd-tree data structure used for mapping the spatial data. The MEIM analysis
itself is further based on the depth-first search (DFS) algorithm to find connected
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subgraphs representing individual clusters of touching bodies.

The assembly and analysis of the MEIM is only required while performing a
numerical simulation in the scope of a computer network where it is no longer
possible to take advantage of the shared memory address space. The algorithm
for the data distribution within a computer network starts primarily from the
basic DFS analysis of the MEIM. Based on the DFS algorithm, all connected
subgraphs are obtained, even if they represent isolated nodes only.
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Figure 8: The MEIM model example, where ci ∈ C (workstations connected
to computer network), mj ∈ M (macro entities) and gk ∈ G (connected sub-
graphs).
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4 Main Results

4.1 Parallel Hybrid Model

Since the implementation of the discussed algorithms and technologies in ex-
isting open-source projects mentioned earlier would require considerable time
for their own analysis, a hybrid-parallel numerical testing solver called FEXP
(abbreviation of the Finite [E]lement [E]XPlicit solver) was composed. The
solver has a testing purpose, which means testing the effectiveness of both the
algorithms and the technologies used.

The FEXP solver for parallelization of computations combines the possibility
of using multi-core processors (CPU) with the possibility of parallelization in
computer heterogeneous cluster interconnected in a LAN. In the case of a local
workstation within the LAN, it concerns the use of multicore CPUs and the later
possible usage of GPGPU technology Nvidia CUDA or OpenCL refering to the
use of Graphics Processing Units (GPU) for some parts of the computations.

With respect to generality, availability and support of a wide range of soft-
ware technologies and software modularity, the programming language C++ in
current version 14 was chosen as the main programming language for the com-
position of FEXP solver. As a development environment, the Windows OS was
chosen, primarily due to the availability of advanced development tools required
to develop such applications. Thus for the project management and code com-
pilation, IDE Microsoft Visual Studio 2015/2017 Community was used. For the
purpose of easier user control over the FEXP solver, the windows based appli-
cation FEXP Solver Manager was designed and programmed using Microsoft
.NET/C# programming language requiring .NET Framework 4.6 (C# 6.0) or
later versions.

For the mentioned reasons, the FEXP solver is divided into two main parts
from an external viewpoint. To the parts refering to the functionality running
on a single workstation and the part of the networking extension. This model
is illustratively shown in the Fig. 9.

From the Fig. 9, it is noticeable that the major part of all computa-
tions is done on the single workstation. The server computer then works
primarily as a final assembler and distributor of a overall work. From this
perspective, the FEXP model is comparable to the massive parallel process-
ing model used in the LS-DYNA under the ANSYS LS-DYNA Parallel li-
cense (see https://www.ansys.com/products/platform/ansys-high-perfor
mance-computing). However, this approach requires third-party MPI software
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Figure 9: Simplified representation of designed parallel model of the FEXP
solver.

support be correctly installed (see https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace
/spectrum-mpi or https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-mp
i-library-documentation/).

The parallel model of FEXP is designed somewhat more generally in this
case, initially with greater emphasis on efficient utilization for explicit im-
pact dynamics. Unlike LS-DYNA, it does not have to use the demanding
methods of domain decomposition. The critical part of the LS-DYNA par-
allel model is based on a domain decomposition (decomposition of meshes)
using METIS (Serial Graph Partitioning and Fill-reducing Matrix Ordering,
see http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/metis/metis/overview) similarly as
a free open-source finite element program SIFEL that uses the open source
library HPMESHDECOMP based on METIS (see http://mech.fsv.cvut.cz/

~sifel/TOOLS/meshdecomp.html). In the case of program SIFEL, the FETI
method is then applied on decomposed model.

The parallel FEXP model is based on a physically logical decomposition
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according to the specific nature of the addressed impact problem. This approach
is applicable primarily to the simulation of the impact tasks of a wider group
of separate entities interacting with each other through contact forces. As an
example in this context, collision of many vehicles on the highway could be
mentioned. Throughout the addresed models, the critical part of an effective
contact detection must be considered. This of course also applies to the so-called
self-contact problem. For such a reason, an algorithm for the so-called nearest
neighbor searching is applied.

Since the parallel hybrid model is based on the interaction of distinct entities,
so for the purpose of computation on the computer network, it was necessary
to design a heuristic approach for computer network balancing based on an
analysis of the macro entity interaction multigraph (MEIM). An analysis of the
MEIM provides a scope for future optimization, both in terms of the quantity
and character of the data being considered, as well as different types of heuristics
such as their popular subset of the so-called metaheuristics, often used in soft
computing. The applied algorithm for the MEIM analysis will then be further
presented in subsequent chapters as well as the algorithm for self-contact and
also for macro body contact detection.

4.2 Description of the FEXP Parts

The FEXP solver architecture is presented in the Fig. 10 in its simplified form.
It schematically describes main thematic blocs contained in the program. As
shown the FEXP solver is modularly composed from the separate parts meeting
the required functionality explicitly defined by a specific interface for each such
part. For better understanding of the FEXP solver software architecture, a
rough explanation of an individual parts then follows.

◦ Common and Concurency libraries include both the functionality gener-
ally used throughout the FEXP solver, as well as functionality related to
the work with threads and asynchronous operations. It also includes re-
sources for safe management with the dynamically allocated memory, it
relates especially to the usage of so-called smart pointers.

◦ File handling, Input and output data libraries includes both the function-
ality focused on handling with input and output files (preprocessing and
post processing) and important part related to data tables assembly.

◦ Network communication, Network server, Analysis of MEIM libraries in-
clude both inter-process communication functionality for the scope of the
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Figure 10: Composition of the FEXP solver.

computer network and the analysis-related functionality required for the
data exchange within the considered computer network. It is based on the
analysis of a non-oriented graph representing the interaction of individual
bodies (MEIM) during the numerical simulation. Here, it is necessary to
also include the implementation of the network server.

◦ Euklidian space searching, Graph searching libraries include both the ba-
sic algorithms required for the general solution of the nonlinear contact
problem, as well as algorithms required for the representation of the non-
oriented interaction multigraph and the basic algorithms for their analysis.

◦ Solver includes the functionality required for the numerical simulation
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of dynamic processes. It concerns in particular the library containing
functionality for the integration of specific FEs, as well as the functionality
that controls the process of explicit numerical integration of equations of
motion in terms of the FEA. It includes the parts designed purely for
the calculation in a single workstation, as well as the part concerning the
computations within a computer cluster.

◦ FEXP Solver Manager is an external graphical UI based application writ-
ten in the C# programming language. It is not a necessary part of the
FEXP solver solution. It is intended mainly for simplifying the work with
the FEXP solver and for presentation purposes.

The listing above contains a basic view of the FEXP solver software solution.
It is only a simplified look into the entire designed software solution, especially
due to its huge overall size. However, despite considerable simplification, it is
possible to subsequently identify and understand the individual parts of the
source code.

The following text of this chapter is focused primarily on those parts that
are important to understand the entire FEXP software solution. The first part
deals with the definition of the type and the character of the input data, the
next part relates to the numerical simulation itself, and the final part deals
with the presentation of the results. The numerical simulation section is then
described in a more detailed fashion, all with regard to parallel data processing.
A significant part is then devoted primarily to the hybrid-parallel form of the
FEXP solver. It deals with numerical computations within the heterogeneous
computer cluster. The FEXP Solver Manager section is appropriately included
throughout the text as suggests its purpose.

Where appropriate, the source code fragments are included in each section to
give better insight into the implementation of the particular portion involved.
With respect to the considerable amount of a source code lines. An effort is
made to highlight only those parts of the source code representing an important
point for the programmer’s orientation. The relational UML diagram is then
presented at the beginning of given sections to present the object relationships
of an appropriate program section. For the purpose of assembly UML diagrams,
the program tool Visual Paradigm (https://www.visual-paradigm.com/) was
used. The given program is a commonly used tool for object oriented design
purposes while software solution designing process.
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4.3 Results of Simulation Test
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Figure 11: Configuration of spheres at time t0.

For the testing purposes of the proposed solution represented by the hybrid-
parallel FEXP solver, the problem of multibody impact was chosen. The geo-
metrical data of the respective bodies of the mathematical-physical model and
their initial configurations are shown in the Fig. 11. This type of example was
chosen primarily due to the expected fluctuation of the individual parts of the
model within the simulated computer network during the solution process.

The model geometry and FE meshes were created in the RFEM program.
The triangular FE meshes were then extracted from files [*.XYZ] (coordinates
of FE nodes) and [*.E2D] (connectivity of 2D FE), respectively. The respective
files are used by the numerical kernel (the NE-XX solver from the FEM con-
sulting company) of the RFEM program for the FE model assembly process.
The FE statistics are included in the Tab. 1.
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Table 1: FE mesh statistics.

Statistics

2D finite elements 768 (≈ 0.016 [m2m−2])
FE mesh nodes 392

The movement of bodies is initiated by the initial conditions represented
by the velocity constraints shown in the Fig. 12, where small velocities in Z
direction are introduced primarily due to the applied type of contact detection
algorithm which is represented by node-to-element contact. This artificial nu-
merical impurity avoids the state represented by element-to-element contact.
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1Figure 12: Velocity initial conditions of individual macro entities.

All velocity constraints are switched off at the time t = 0.0005s, and subse-
quently, all of the bodies can move freely based on their inertia. The high initial
body velocities are chosen primarily due to the short duration of the transient
dynamic simulation and due to their higher destructive effect. For all macro en-
tities (bodies) the same type of material is chosen. The material characteristics
are listed in the Tab. 2.
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Table 2: Material characteristics.

Characteristics Value Unit

E 210.0 GPa
G 80.8 GPa
ν 0.3 −
% 7850.0 kg m−3

For network type computations, a computer grid consisting of 3 worksta-
tions is chosen for the initiation of the computation. The 4th workstation is
connected to the grid during the computation. The initial configuration of the
given computer network is schematically shown in the Fig. 13. It shows the
initial placement of the macro entity data over the network.
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Central Server

{m4} ∈ g4

{m3} ∈ g1

{m1} ∈ g3

{m2} ∈ g2

Figure 13: Macro entity distribution over the network at time t0.

Simultaneously with the parallel processing of tha data over the computer
network, the calculation takes place in parallel even within each individual work-
station. The number of threads is set uniformly to 3 parallel running threads,
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i.e. 2 threads for computation and 1 thread for communication with the server.
During the calculation, another client workstation was connected to the server.
This workstation acquired the necessary data (so-called default data) to be
ready for its eventual involvement into the computation.

The model data distribution over the network represented by the initial state
lasted until the time step t51, when the first data transfer was initiated based
on the analysis of MEIM. At this time step, the computational data of the m3

model from workstation c2 was transferred to workstation c1. However, the new
data distribution over the network lasted for only a short time, and at the time
step t53 another transfer of model data was initiated again. At this time step,
the computational data of the m4 model from workstation c3 was transferred
to workstation c1. The two previously mentioned data transfers together with
the subsequent new data distribution over the network are represented by the
Fig. 14.
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Figure 14: Macro entity distribution over the network at times t51 and t53.

After the data transfer from time t53 a longer period of time follows in which
there is a massive mutual contact interaction between all macro entities. During
this time when only one workstation is loaded by numerical computation, all
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other workstations perform necessary synchronization procedures only.
During the mutual contact interaction of macro entities both a change in

their momentum and direction of movement was caused. Thanks to these
changes in motion, individual macro entities began to move apart. At time
t337, based on the analysis of MEIM, it was assessed that further data transfer
is required. In this case, however, it was the most massive data transfer over the
network. It was decided that it is necessary to transfer the data of macro enti-
ties m1, m2 and m3 from the workstation c1 to the workstations c2, c3 and c4,
respectively. This event, along with the new data distribution over the network,
is presented in the Fig. 15.
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Figure 15: Macro entity distribution over the network at time t337.

The newly acquired state at time t337 then lasted until the end of the nu-
merical simulation, i.e. until the time t429. In conjunction with the given model
it can be stated that ≈ 66% of the total time of the numerical simulation was
spent on one workstation (c1), i.e. in the time interval from t53 to t337. It
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may be naive to say that about ≈ 34% of the entire computational time has
been saved compared to the numerical simulation, which would take place on
one workstation only. Here, of course, it is necessary to include the time spent
relating to the data transfers between workstations and the server. However,
it can be concluded that in the case of larger models, lower number of data
transfers and with the better heuristics related to the analysis of MEIM, it is
possible to significantly accelerate the time spent on numerical computations of
a similar type of problem.

The input data files for the numerical computation can be found in the
attachement of the thesis. This also applies to the result files for the visualization
of the respective dynamic simulation in the Paraview program. In this context,
videos containing the respective dynamic simulation were created. They are
also part of the attachment. Fluctuation of model’s macro entities within the
computer network during the numerical solution process represents the Tab. 3.

Table 3: Model’s macro entities fluctuation within the computer network (state
after transfer of macro entities).

Time Workstation Workstations content

c1 {m2} ∈ g2, {m1} ∈ g3
t0 c2 {m3} ∈ g1

c3 {m4} ∈ g4
c1 {m1,m2,m3} ∈ g1
c2 ∅

t51 c3 {m4} ∈ g2
c4 ∅
c1 {m1,m2,m3,m4} ∈ g1
c2 ∅

t53 c3 ∅
c4 ∅
c1 {m4} ∈ g3
c2 {m1} ∈ g2

t337 c3 {m2} ∈ g1
c4 {m3} ∈ g4
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5 Conclusions & Future Work

5.1 Summary

In the dissertation thesis the current issues of the utilization of parallel computa-
tions for the purposes of numerical simulations of dynamic processes for assess-
ment, design and optimization of structures in civil and machinery engineering,
respectively, are investigated. In view of the current security requirements con-
cerning e.g. the behavior of road restraint systems in the event of accidental
vehicle collisions, the safety of vehicles regarding both pedestrian safety and the
safety of passengers inside a vehicle in the event of a crash, the safety of strate-
gically important civil structures (nuclear power plants, water supply-related
strategic structures, etc.) against the deliberate criminal attempt for destruc-
tion related mainly to the problem of world terrorism, thus the numerical simu-
lation of a contact/impact problems became the main interest. Considered type
of a numerical algorithm used for the simulation of contact/impact physical phe-
nomana can also be used for rapid dynamic simulations used in the development
of firearms.

A source model for the proposed software system approach to the paral-
lelization of numerical computations became the modern way of data processing
concerning the so-called cloud computing, i.e. it is related to the so-called big
data. The main problem to deal with relates to the distribution of a numerical
computations within a computer cluster composed primarily of computer hard-
ware commonly available on the market. It, of course, often corresponds to the
state of computer equipment within a number of engineering design studios.

Since the recent attention for the big data processing in the field of computa-
tional mechanics has been pursued to the network and local computer machine
based solutions related primarily to the implicit based numerical methods, e.g.
in conjunction with the FETI family methods, thus the main objective of inter-
est here has become explicit numerical methods applied in the field of massive
paralell computations. Current efforts to paralelize explicit numerical methods
consider local type of parallel processing on appropriate workstations requiring
the presence of expensive computer hardware. The approach proposed in the
thesis is able to not only exploit the possibilities of expensive high-performance
hardware, but it is also able to distribute the big data of complex numerical
models to the scope of a computer network which further accelerates given nu-
merical computations.

In the developed code there was no need to use third-party libraries to create
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an entire designed parallel model. It concerns to both the commercial and also
to freely available software libraries. However, the use of those libraries is also
possible. Since the most recent revision of C++ programming language now
allows a number of required activities regarded to parallel computing, also with
respect to the considerable speed of the resulting compiled code and of course
with respect to the generality of such a programming language even for other
purposes of software development, respectively, the mentioned programming
languge was chosen as the main abstract instrument for the implementation of
the respective algorithms.

During the course of the code development, various types of problems arose.
The first problem which arose was the need to effectively solve the problem of
general contact in an algorithmic way other than than with a native algorithm
which exhibits the quadratic complexity of the algorithm. For the numerical
solution of contact of bodies, the data structure called kd-tree is used. It is
based on a range-searching query processed in the mentioned data structure to
obtain the nodes of all the FEs that get too close to the investigated FE. Whether
a given set of FE nodes gets too close to the examined FE indicates the volume
of the block shape surrounding the given FE. The surrounding block shape is
called a bounding box and the bounding box then indicates the range search
query. One searching task is of logarithmic complexity as it is common with
binary tree searching algorithms. The range-searching process is then further
parallelized in terms of the set of FEs.

The second problem surfaced at a later stage of the code development. The
problem relates to the redistribution of the numerical data depending on the
current state of the numerical simulation over the network. In the context of
the second problem, a new term Macro Entity Interaction Multigraph (MEIM)
was invented. It relates to the previously dealt with problem of macro body
multi-contact representing closed units of the FE meshes. The non-oriented
multigraph structure is further simplified and analyzed to find the connected
subgraphs representing the bulk of the data units intended to move together
within the range of the considered computer network. An effort is made to
provide the best balanced workload for individual workstations. The standard
DFS algorithm is applied to find connected subgraphs. Multigraph assembly is
based on the same principle as a detailed contact search within one FE, with the
difference where the respective bounding box represents each contained body
(macro entity) in the entire model.

For the numerical tests, T. Belytschko’s C0 triangular shell FE containing
one integration node only, is applied. It was preferred for the low computa-
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tional demands for its numerical integration, and also for the amount of data
required for its definition. As an another type of nonlinear behavior of struc-
tures, including the already mentioned general contact problem, the corotational
formulation for the respective triangular shell FE is considered as a source of
the geometrically nonlinear behavior of structures in the range of small strains
but large rotations. Consideration of geomerically non-linear behavior for such
an FE is so much easier due to its geometrical definition using the first-order
polynomial. The simulation results can then be further validated using the com-
mercial software analytical tool Ansys LS-Dyna, where the respective FE is also
implemented.

For the purpose of validating and also the purpose of results presentation, the
Paraview software tool is used as it is a popular instrument widespread among
the scientific community but also in an engineering practice. The specific result
data export is executed into the files whose format is defined within the VTK.

The FEXP solver designed to test the functionality mentioned above is di-
vided into two main parts. The first part concerns computations possible to
run on a local workstation only. It uses the cores of the currently installed
processor for its configurable parallel computation. The computation can also
be performed in the sequential manner of an instruction execution primarily
for the debug purpose of numerical computations and for performance compar-
ison tests. It is represented by one executable only. The second part concerns
the possibility of solving an appropriate numerical model in the scope of the
computer network with local type of parallelization in each of the connected
workstations. Such a type of solver is referred to as a hybrid-parallel FEXP
solver in the text of thesis. The standard client-server software architecture is
applied in the hybrid-parallel FEXP solver. The TCP/IP protocol of the trans-
port/network layer is chosen with conjunction of Berkeley like network socket
type in the Windows OS environment.

Many new features of C++ programming language ver. 14 are considered
throughout the entire FEXP solver software solution. The most important im-
provements in the programming language are the possibility of using portable
platform-independent native threads for parallel computations and the specific
way of handling dynamically allocated memory through the so-called smart
pointers similarly as in open source high performance 3D graphics toolkit Open-
SceneGraph (OSG), e.g. it is used for the topology mapping of a civil and ma-
chinery structures in the already mentioned software tools RFEM and RSTAB
developed by Dlubal Software company. A new way of dealing with the dy-
namically allocated memory then increases the program safety and eliminates
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the problem of memory leaks. Throughout the entire source code, an emphasis
is placed on the general design of the relevant functionality using templates,
primarily due to later scalability for further functionality and program mainte-
nance.

Finally, the FEXP Solver Manager was designed to simplify manipulation
with the FEXP solver. It gives the ability to set up the solver, edit the solver’s
input data, run the solver and it also enables the monitoring of computation
and the controlling of its behaviour through a graphical user interface (graphical
UI or GUI). The functionality of the FEXP Solver Manager is programmed in
the C# programming language using the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.6. An
emphasis is placed on a modern object oriented and functional type of program-
ming and on the asynchronous execution of a number of complex processes. It is
primarily for the control of ongoing processes and for securing the responsivity
of the graphical UI. The FEXP Solver Manager is ready to manage the work of
both the FEXP solver focused on a single workstation as well as a hybrid-parallel
type of the FEXP solver.

Given the long lasting and challenging development of such a distributed
software application like the FEXP solver, only a few simpler numerical testing
models have been considered. The reasons are the specifics of a multi-process
execution control where completely different types of problems occur often with
a random character that is natural for the such type of applications compared
to common sequential running applications. The complicated random nature of
program errors and the generally time-consuming nature of numerical simula-
tions involved cause considerable complications in the time consumption for the
development of the respective application.

5.2 Contributions of the Thesis

First and foremost the scientific contribution is realted to a somewhat differ-
ent view of the distribution of numerical computations in nonlinear dynamics
of structures provided by the explicit integration of equations of motion com-
pared to those commonly applied approaches in the field of the parallelization
of explicit numerical computations primarily focused on powerful single work-
stations. This refers to the so-called ”big data” in terms of cloud computing,
where ordinary workstations connected to a computer network are used for the
application of parallel algorithms.

With respect to the effectiveness of such a solution, it was necessary to come
up with a parallel algorithm competitive with those normally applied on single
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powerful workstations. Therefore, a specific type of domain decomposition of the
FE mesh was applied. It considers those parts of the FE mesh representing the
entire integral parts of the numerical model meaning single bodies (connected
subgraphs of the entire FE mesh). Those parts of the FE mesh can interact
with the surrounding structures by means of the contact forces only. Direct
contact interactions of the individual bodies must be solved together in one of
the workstations within the considered computer network. The disadvantage of
such an approach is the state, where all the bodies are in such interaction that
it is no longer possible to use the given domain decomposition method and it
is necessary to move all the data from the workstations within the computer
network to a single one.

For the distribution of the respective model data on the network, a specific
algorithm has been proposed. However, it does not consider further metadata
relating to the performance of individual workstations of the heterogeneous com-
puter cluster as well as the speed of individual connections within the computer
network. It is just one of the parts providing a greater scope for further scientific
research. It mainly applies to models containing a large number of interacting
bodies numerically dealt with within large computer networks.

Another benefit is the parallel solution of a contact problem. Here it relates
to the application of the kd-tree data structure used for such purposes. The
contact search itself can then be further parallelized. It then also allows fur-
ther scientific research. It also applies to the implementation of other types of
searching algorithms and their subsequent performance analysis, performance
tunning and improvements.

The designed architecture of the FEXP solver simply allows the implemen-
tation of new algorithms which are not only related to the themes mentioned
above. Thanks to the clearly defined interface within the FEXP solver, it is
possible to change the content of the individual parts under consideration. It
allows the focus to purely be on the details of the specific problem solution
without the need to re-develop the entire software solution. Compared to other
similar software systems, the FEXP solver has been primarily designed from the
outset for the purpose of implementing parallel algorithms. Therfore, it should
be able to flexibly respond to the new approaches in the field of massive parallel
computing.
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5.3 Future Work

Referring to all of the previously mentioned topics, further development of the
FEXP solution can be expected. It concerns both the implementation of new
algorithms and also other hardware and software technologies. In the not too
distant future, it can be assumed that the development of the FEXP solver will
most likely get the capability to numerically solve even other physical phenom-
enas rather than just the problems related to the mechanics of solids.

However, with a view to the near future, it is necessary to continue with
the implementation of the above-mentioned topics. Those have been either only
partially solved or they have not already been implemented in the FEXP solver
yet. Thus, the author of the dissertation thesis suggests to explore the following:

◦ Apply all the data structures capable of handling spatial data related to
the general contact handling. This concerns both the octree data structure
and the data structures primarily geared to spatial databases. These are
concerned mainly with the various mutations of the data structure of the
so-called R-tree, which are still the focus of current scientific research.

◦ Apply the NVIDIA CUDA technology in terms of the GPGPU to some
parts of the computations. The first algorithms for the parallel imple-
mentation on GPUs should be algorithms related to the detection of body
contacts in a complex structural environment. It applies to the algorithms
mentioned in the previous item. The framework for connecting the CUDA
technology to the FEXP solver is now in the final stage of completion.

◦ Apply some of the advanced heuristic algorithms to the MEIM analy-
sis. Here, as a suitable candidate, a group of so-a called meta-heuristic
algorithms appears. For that purpose, it may be necessary to consider ad-
ditional information related to both the communication speed within the
computer network and the hardware type of the respective workstations
of which they are made up.

◦ Apply into the FEXP solver the Boost.Asio library for the network socket
communication as a portable platform-independent technology. Prepara-
tions have already been made in this context.

◦ Apply into the FEXP solver some type of service oriented technology
for netwoirk communication. As a first suitable candidate, the Microsoft
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.NET/WCF technology appears. The given SOA technologies should sim-
plify and also make more robust and secure an inter-process communica-
tion within a computer network. Such an SOA solution is then probably
the most suitable candidate for the possible further commercial implemen-
tation of the mentioned distributed numerical computations.

◦ Apply into the FEXP solver the further type of finite elements. In par-
ticular, the spatial types of FEs that are computationally demanding in
terms of the amount of the required computational operations. Thus, the
spatial types of the FEs represent a suitable environment requiring the
application of parallel algorithms for performance intensification. In such
context, the theoretical preparation for the application of the theory of
large deformations has already been carried out as a further source of
nonlinear behavior of structures including nonlinear contact.

◦ It would be interesting to apply further constitutive material laws. Plas-
ticity in regime of small and large strains in terms of the spatial FE seems
to be very interesting in such a context.

The above listing of the goals to scientific reasearch and their implementation
within the scope of the FEXP solver contains a number of an advanced and often
unexplored topics. The mentioned themes are seen as those at least partially
prepared for realization in the foreseeable future.
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